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olution was subsequently carried into effect, not, however, before urgent so-

licitations from all quarters of the State-and many of them of a most affect.

ing character, from those who had themselves been objects of his care-had

induced him to abandon his intention of severing his connection with the

asylum; and the board have thus the gratification of feeling that a tribute,

which at one time they feared was to crown the period of his services to the

State, now serves but to mark a point in his career of public usefulness.”

THE LATE DR. BOOTH.

CHAUNCET BOOTH, M. D., Physician and Superintendent of the

McLean Asylum for the Insane, near Boston, Mass., died at that in-

stitution, on the 12th January lust, aged 41.

Dr. Booth had suffered under marked pulmonary disease ever since

the winter of 1850-51. Cavities in one lung were distinctly diagnosed

almost as t�ir back as that date, and the evidences of slow but contir�u-

ous progress were manifest until the scene closed. If theme were ever

an unequivocal exiimple of will-power in suspending and retarding the

certain march of phthisis, it was in this case. Looking his symptoms

directly in the face, he seemed to feel that he had an enemy to be met,

and that every foot of ground was to be contested with him. As brave

as any hero who ever faced the cannon’s mouth, he never allowed his

stern and unrelenting foe to gain upon him by intimidation. He kept

coolly at work, subverting the approach of the enemy by every strate-

gic means which science and experience furnished to his aid, but no

panic, no disheartening yielding ever lost him an inch in the contest.

And as if to determine the victory in l�ivor of the unintimidated con-

testant, phthisis did not win its usually easy and certain triumph. Two

months before Di. Booth’s decease, when the consumptive symptoms

had scarcely a more prominent place than they had bad for some six

or eight years, Bmight’s disease set in with its distinct features. The

secretion of the kidneys indicated an albuminous loading to a high de-

gree. Subjected to the action of heat or acids, the urine remained no

longer a liquid. The noble victim recognized the fatal weight of this

unexpected ally, and calmly yielded to the overwhelming forces of the

combined enemy!
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It is difficult to speak of the close of 8uch a life and its incidents,

without passing from the merely professional into the domains of the

religious and domestic associations of the individual. Suffice it to say

in this connection, that Dr. Booth was an exception in many particu-

lars to a very uniform experience of most even good and well disciplin-

ed minds, in an ability to meet whatever was before him with perfect

self-command, which it is very difficult adequately to explain. For ex-

ample: Dr. Jackson, the venerable and honored Nestor of New Eng-

land medicine, in one of his Essays, filled with wisdom which no ex-

perience of less than half macentury could have furnished, speaking of

l)UlmonalY hemorrhage, remarks that the stoutest heart “quails” be-

fore its awful presence. The experience, professional and personal, of

the writer of these hasty memorials, accords most fully in this as a

symptom of disease, just as the aversion to hear an allusion to epilepsy

marks that helpless malady, or the illusive anticipation of recovery ac-

companies phthisis. Yet Dr. Booth would pass hours of the night in

ejecting the vital fluid from the very centre of life, and the next

morning arise in cheerful readiness to begin the duties of the day!

Yet here was neither the pressure of necessity to stimulate to the ef-

fort of standing at his post, such as compelled the lamented Godmnan to

work until the pen dropped from his fingers in death, in the necessities

of a dependent family, nor the blindings of self-deception, or of igno-

rance as to the signification of the call,-for no man had a more distin-

guishing common sense as to the true interpretation of symptoms in

himself or another than had Dr. Booth.

The immediate approach to death was met in the same spirit which

had marked the entire onward march of the enemy. There was nei-

ther bravado, nor boast, nor affected indifference. He set his house

in order as delibetately as one arranges for a distant journey, and when

the last moments were approaching, he desired that his only child, a

boy of some seven or eight summers, weeping at the scene, should be

removed so as to escape the lasting impression of the physical effects

of the struggle “in articulo mortis.”

Ordinarily nothing could be in worse taste, in addressing those of

his brethren who belong to so many forms of Christian faith, than to

dwell on the last exercises of one closing life. But were this the place

to enter into a full detail, it could not fail to hold the attention in abso-

lute control, of every one, at least, of those who knew the man,-of

every individual of the Association of Superintendents of American

Institutions for the Insane.
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Dr. Booth had been a member of that Association for only the bare

space of a couple of years, for less than that period had elapsed since

he had succeeded his friend, Dr. Bell, at the McLean Asylum. Yet

few men in the specialty were better known than he. As the assistant

at three extensive hospitals, and familiar with the whole history of the

insane and their institutions, there were few whom he not seen and

known of all who had entered our “gentle craft,” and there can be

no one of all who had seen him, no matter how distant their charge,

or brief their acquaintance, who did not and who does not hold him in

dear remembrance. The heads of his institutions, no matter whether

at Brattleboro, or Augusta, or Boston, were necessarily overciouded

with cares, which forbade any thing beyond a kind and cheerful recep-

tion to the visitants. They might well be parted with, as very civil,

respectful, but distant gentlemen, but him,-the witty, companionable,

generous second-in-command, who ever forgot him? While never

uttering a comparison amongst those whom it had been his fortune to

follow, the neophyte just entering upon the severe and stern duties of

hospital supervision felt, as well he might, that in the lieutenant, was

comprised the essence of what was worth learning in the various

chiefs! And to the truthfulness, the discrimination, the generosity of

that tried and trusted second, no more honorable tribute can be paid

than obtains in the avowal, that no more honored and honoring friends

existed in life, than those whom he had long and faithfully served in

years of coadjutorship, and no deeper mourners followed him to his

tomb!

Dr. Booth had served, as has been stated, only two years as principal

of an institution. At the time of Dr. Bell’s relinquishing his post, the

question of Dr. Booths health was prominent. The trustees were in

doubt whether he ought to be tempted to shorten his already pre-

scribed existence, by the assumption of these grave and severe respon-

sibilities. He looked at his duty with the same eye, and decided to

accept the charge. At the close of life he did not regret his decision,

being persuaded that it had not shortened his time “much, if any.”

He did not leave much for the literature of our specialty. How

could he have done so? Beginning our work at twenty years of age,

he labored without intermission with us to the close, and he never,

until the last two years when every moment was crowded with duties,

would have consented to put himself forward as an instructor of others.

And this modesty was perfectly sincere. In 1847 he drew up, and
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that only by request, an account of an epidemic dysentery of some

eighty cases at the Asylum, which commanded the highest encomiums

of the late Dr. Fisher, the best pathologist of his time and place.

Dr. Booth’s only Hospital Report will stand as a bright memorial of

what. the man was, while as the Trustees in their Report of the pres-

ent year indicate, his papers in their files demonstrate what he would

have been as chief of a great hospital for the insane.

Our brethren of the Association of Superintendents (and such has

been the real fraternity amongst them that no idea of cant seems

included in this appellation,) may feel surprised that a striking one of

the personal features of our deceased friend has not had an earlier

prominency,-his eminent, social, genial wit, an instinctive power of

seizing and grouping together the most unexpected and incongruous

images, all most telling and illustrative of the subject-matter in point,

yet unlike the almost inseparable incident of the ordinary possession

of this dangerous gift, never leaving behind one sting, or a single allu-

sion which any party could repeat. Wit, to be genuine, must be an

off-handed, ready-made article of conversation. To be effective, it

must be delivered on the instant. If waited for to see whose visage it

may emblazon, its spirit is spent, and it becomes stale and flat. It was

a mystery with those who knew our friend, how he could continually

deliver the shafts of a keen and ready satire, a delicate and refined

humor, and yet never leave a wound. His hardest shaft left only a

pleasant titillation, enjoyed alike by him who gave and him who re-

ceived the gilded and perfumed arrow!

The explanation of this is however not impossible. The wit was

natural, spontaneous, a part and parcel of his individuality, while from

a being so gentle, so void of malignancy, so incapable of thinking evil,

poison was impracticable. He went on through life, not merely “with-

out an enemy,” giving the idea in its stale and well-worn phrase, but

absolutely without a suspicion of what an enemy might be. He had

never crossed any one’s path. He had been all his life trying to do

good. If his efforts failed he was sorry, and laughed and was sorry

again; if he succeeded, ho laughed and was glad. There was no room

for a rational enmity, and he had so dealt with mistakes and delusions

all the days of his life with men, that he could not be troubled by them

whether in the sane or insane.

A remarkable feature of Dr. Booth’s character was, that while he

had never been “in the world,” he had as complete and sagacious an
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idea of its entire system, as if he had plunged into the perplexities of

trade, the struggles of ambition, and the debasement of the passions.

He passed from the pure circle of the family of a Connecticut clergy-

man, the father as marked for a holy�simplicity, as the mother was for

the traits which characterized the son, into the wards of a great luna-

tic hospital, thence to another, thence to a third, and thence-to his

reward! No man of the age of forty, in this community, can be

found on search, who ever passed so few days away from the imnmedi-

diate field of his daily duty. It may be questioned if he were ever at

a theatre, a concert, or any great crowd or assembly in his life,-unless

he was deputed, or had volunteered to be there to wait upon some who

would be interested or amused or benefitted by such diversion. The

fashionable world was an unknown one to him personally. Yet it

wou!d be difficult to find one most experienced in “life,” who could

have instructed him in either tIme motives, or the feelings, or the man-

ners, of those most deeply engaged in that world, and all its avocations

of pleasure, selfishness and meckles�ness.

Like all other men devoted to one absorbing pursuit, he had his own

pet pleasures, his peculiar side avocations, to which he loved to steal

after every call of duty was over, and in the stillness of the household

fireside. Yet few men probably of that great company of those who

knew him in the same pursuits as themselves, could probably ever

have conjectured wherein that specific taste would have shown itself.

It was in the study of the ecclesiastical history of New England.

While no man wims more ready to expend a keen wit and happy satire

over the records of the parish disputes and ecclesiastic controversies,

contingent on the era of the superseding the coercive by the volunta-

ry system of clerical support, yet to no man had these stories a charm

so overpowering. Often was the aged visitor, calling to inquire as to

the progress of some unfortunate niece or grand-child, amazed to find,

as the conversation turned upon his own parish or town, that he was

reminded of a whole circle of incidents, secrets and persons, of which

he might have imagined himself the sole surviving depositary.

To some it might seem strange that a mind of so much native power

and trained in pursuits so remote, should have felt a proclivity for so

quaint and useless research. But there were circumstances in his per-

sonal history which duly explain any obscurity in the origin of such

tastes, even if it were not notorious that all who are engaged in the

stern and absorbing duties of dealing with the insane, must have some
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alternate pursuits, and that perhaps preferably, the most widely remo-

ved possible from the great business of their lives. Dr. Booth was a

Christian, if any man can claim that holy appellation. He lived and

he died as an avowed one. Yet he was a member of no church. As

he remmi1�ked to the clergyman, whose ministrations he attended, and

to whom he was a most devoted friend and a zealous parochial officer,

his place was “in the outer porch.” He has already heard the voice,

“Come up higher !“

But to return to what, if less grateful than a consideration of his per-

sonal traits to those who knew the man, is more properly becoming

such a place as this in which to plesent him to those engaged in a

common pursuit,-Dr. Booth’s strong points as the head of a lunatic

hospital. As before suggested, an absolute identification with the in-

sane was prominent in him. If not bora within hospital walls, he had

passed his whole actual life within them, and never seemed to dream

of being anywhere else. No man seemed so perfectly to enter into

the insane nature of those around him. When he addressed them,

his language, if caught, and penciled down, would often have read as

extravagantly and strangely as their discourse to him, yet it never

failed to meet the exact response required. The patient was gratified

and satisfied, and if reflection supervened, which it probably did not

often, the sufferer could not recall just what it was that had pleased

him. Yet he knew that the manner was kind, the voice gentle, and

that it left him “all pleased.”

This concentration in the insane patient’s case, was irresistibly recog-

nized by the many friends of every inmate, which were to be found

in the institution under his charge. Every one of these immediately

recognized the fact that Dr. Booth knew more of their afflicted rela-

tives’ inner feelings than they themselves did. They needed no better

demonstration than this, that the great case to them, was not lost and

forgotten in the multitude having equal claims upon him. They were

encouraged and reconciled to the necessities of patient waiting and

self-denial, because of this thorough and interior knowledge of their

patient, on the part of their guide. The tone, which was habitually

cheerful, gay, and encouraging where there was hope, was solemn, ear-

nest, but no less kind, where expectation of reason or life could not be

honestly held out. What his manner might have been under the

slights, and insults, and misconceptions to which all hospital directors

must be occasionally subjected, can scarcely be described from experi-
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once. Reasoning from what is known to what is not, it may be safely

judged that he would have evinced under the provocation of the unrea-

sonable, the ignorant, or the malignant, merely a capacity for silence.

He never would have permitted his peace of mind to be broken in

upon by any such opponents.

Buried with him in the quiet shades of the Cemetery of Mount

Auburn, was no common measure of that mighty talent of dealing

with the insane mind, which, as was well observed by one of the great

masters of our art, “can be acquired, but never can be communicated.

It must die with its possessor.” There is a mysterious Providence in

that destiny, which bears away in the midst of life and full usefulness,

those whose places can scarcely be filled.

The events of Dr. Booth’s illness and decease would well indicate

the hold he had on the community in which he lived. For the last

month or two of his life, and after his mind had been relieved from all

concern as to the duties of the Asylum by a return there, for the occa-

sion, of his predecessor, his chamber was daily thronged by a succes-

sion of friends, to whom it had lost every idea of being a chamber of

death. He enjoyed their presence, as they enjoyed his, and each felt

that there was no mere conventional ceremony in his wish for them to

stay, and to return, or their readiness to do so. If there evem- were a

death-bed nearer to what we should conceive that of a Christian Soc.

rates, it must have fallen under the observation of some of wider

experience and longer life than his, who pens this brief and imperfect

memorial. L. V. B.

The Hand-Book of Household Science: a Popular Account of

Heat, Light, Air, Aliment, and Cleansing, in their scientific principles

and domestic applications. By Edward L. Youmans. New York:

Appleton & Co.

There can be no doubt that the popular rendering of scientific truth

is a task demanding greater talent and learning in its performance than

has usually been given it. That a matter of the first importance should

so long have been left to mere literary hacks with scarcely the first

principles of the science they attempt, or the one-idea men, who de-

velop some casual hypothesis connected with it to the foremost rank of




